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Look stylish and steal the show
To make a fashionablestatement and claim the
spotlight at every

occasion, Cantabil’s shirts
collection is what you should
be going aheadwith.
With exclusive fabrics,

trendy patterns and colours,
this collection will up your
style quotientwith oodles of
luxury and poise.
Deepak Bansal, director,

Cantabil, says, “Made from
premium fabrics and boasting
of precise fits, Club Wear
Collection features slim-fit
designer shirts that are
meticulously detailed and
crafted to perfection.”
To add to your

look, you can go for
pieceswith stylish,
hand-picked buttons,
crisp cuffs, and
choose from among a
range of band collars,
shirt collars, and
button down
collars.
Bansal says,

“These fabulous
pieces are
available in
popular designs
such as printed
— abstracts,
florals and
geometrics;
corduroys;
flannel — plaid
and brushed checks;
denims — coloured
indigo checks, dobby
denims and tinted

denims; and
wrinkle-free
techno shirts
having Dura
press rating of
3.5, alongwith
amazing softness
and superior
moisture
absorption.”

Bansal also gives out some
styling tips:
n Staple of modern
wardrobes, the glossy-printed
button-up has endless appeal.
Team up Cantabil’s abstract
floral printed party shirt with
raw jeans and accessorise
accordingly.
n Denim shirts are the perfect

canvas for tinted wash. Pair
Cantabil’s tinted denim shirt
with olive jeans andwhite
sneakers to turn heads.
If you are looking for

clothing that’s comfortable
while also being at the cutting
edge of style, Cantabil’s Club
Wear Collection is justwhat
you need. HTC

Cantabil’s Club Wear shirts are perfect for every occasion
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A model showcases Rajnigandha Pearls, flavoured
cardamom seeds, at the HT City Club Fashion Nights
2019, held in the Capital over the weekend

Shruti Soni (centre) received a token of appreciation from former Indian cricketer
Atul Wassan for helping designer Ankita Chaudhry of Saaj By Ankita every bit of
the way, from the drawing board to the showcasing of silhouettes. A sparkling
salute by Rajnigandha Pearls which believes in ‘Achchai ki ek alag chamak hoti hai’

Acknowledging and
encouraging hard work,
diligence, and synergy

PICTURE OF THE DAY
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Sahil Bajaj Chetan Seth

Entertainment & Promotional Features

WhenDelhidancedand
partied thenightawayg

F
ridaynightmarked yet
another splendid soiree in
the Capital as the thirdHT

CityClubFashionNights
2019 took place atPlayboy
Club in SamratHotel.
After a glitzy fashion show,

it was time to hit the dance
floorwith the in-houseDJ Ishy
creating an electrifying
atmosphere. An array of
delicacies and drinkswere
served and the party raged on
till thewee hours.
Those spotted at the glitzy

night included beauty expert
AashmeenMunjalwith
husbandArvind, and
entrepreneur Chetan Seth,
among others.

Sanchita Kalra

HT City Club Fashion Nights 2019 at Playboy Club in the Capital PHOTO: GOKUL VS/HT
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Malik and
Harpreet
Talwar
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Arvind and
Aashmeen
Munjal

Nikita
Bajaj
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Designer Ankita Chaudhry with models wearing her creations from the StayWild,Moon Child collection PHOTOS: GOKUL VS/HT
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Sanchita Kalra

P
resenting ensembles
whichwere cheerful and
edgywas designer
AnkitaChaudhry from

her label Saaj byAnkita at a
recent evening.
The collection titled Stay

Wild,MoonChild, whichmade
an eclectic use of colours,
structures, and embroidered
motifs, was showcased at the
HTCityClubFashion
Nights 2019 atPlayboy
Club, SamratHotel.
DesignerAnkita Chaudhry

says, “All of us have a hidden
quirky side, and these striking
ensembles are specially
designed to cater to that fun
side of yours. The collection is
dedicated towomenwhowant
to go the bold and fearless
way.”
Whatmakes this range

unique is the use of bold
graphics of black-and-white
chevrons and other geometric
patterns that have been
incorporated in pieces,
alongside pop colours such as
orange, aqua, and green. The
collection featured tailored
pant suits, jackets, culottes,
skirts, andmore, and has been
created keeping the price-
consciousness of themarket in
mind.
n sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

With graphic patterns and bold
colours, these ensembles are
perfect for style enthusiasts
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